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HIGH GROWTH PET PRODUCTS – E COMMERCE 
Florida 

 
Annual Revenues:  $27,921,013 
Annual Cash Flow:  $6,449,048 

Asking:  $26,500,000 

 
 

This company has achieved extreme success over the past two years, but has only scratched the surface 
of its growth capabilities based on current R&D and Pipeline developments 

 
At the moment, traffic is driven to the Branded Website through a large network of Affiliates, but the 

business is now beginning expansion efforts into Amazon, eBay and other Marketplaces, including Social 
Media development. Ownership is flexible in the approach used to structure this acquisition but prefers to 
remain heavily involved in operations and retain a meaningful equity stake in the company after closing 

(20-30%) given the current run rate and trajectory. 
 

All products are sold under the primary Brand and Trademark and include complimentary add-on 
products such as a grooming brushes, nail clippers, portable dog bowls, tooth brushes, dog treats and 
dental cleaning chew toys. The company’s R&D machine is continuously developing new products that 

are released monthly. All of this, and they still haven’t touched Amazon.com yet – the largest online 
retailer of pet products in the country. 

 
There are numerous easily-accessible growth directives, (low hanging fruit) that ownership wants to 
implement: the Amazon platform launch, strategic SEO enhancements, creation of an internal media 

buying team, final approval on trademark registration and new design patents. 
 

The company enjoys a hands-off 100% 3PL fulfillment platform and industry-leading brand presentation. 
The business includes a well-coordinated team and ops infrastructure already in place, making this a 

genuinely turn-key powerhouse with all the boxes checked, nothing lacking.  This business can be 
operated anywhere in the world. Ownership is offering a comprehensive transition plan to include new 

product launches already in the pipeline, and more. 

 
 

This information is secured from sources BUSINESS BUYER DIRECTORY, LLC, “BBD”, believes to be reliable and accurate. BBD makes no representations or warranties 
whatsoever as to the accuracy of any of this information. Interested parties of the above noted company must verify the accuracy of this information and conduct their own 
due diligence and bear all risk for any information inaccuracies. BBD: does NOT represent this company or its agents, is not a business broker; are not FINRA/ NASD 
registered, provides only seller contact information, no advisory inputs. This is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation to sell securities. Information is void where prohibited. 
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